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President’s Message
by Dave Brooks

As the second term of my presidency comes to an end, I can
now safely say that being CPS President was one of the greatest
experiences of my life!!
It was a great experience for a variety of reasons. It was a great experience
thanks to a whole slew of volunteers who made my “job” so easy. We can never
have enough volunteers helping us in some way, because if it weren’t for the
current volunteers, some stretched too thin, all us members wouldn’t have this
club to enjoy.
It also has really been a great experience for me because it has been so much fun
working with and getting to know such wonderful people who enjoy photography
as much as I do, like the other officers.
I must thank both my first Vice Presidents, Darlene Jacobson and John Earl
Brown, for their support and help throughout both of my terms. My second VP
Joanne Damian and I have worked together for five years now, going back to the
club’s 125th Anniversary in 2012. It has been a pleasure working with her on
so many different projects and talking about things we should do at CPS. Then,
Vicki Wert did such a nice job of taking care of our books as Treasurer. She
took the time to redesign our financial statements by making them more user
friendly. And, lest I forget our Secretary Rob Erick, who I gave a special Volunteer
-of-the-Year Award. I told everyone at our most recent Year-End Banquet, the
award should really have been the Volunteer of the Decade Award for wearing
so many hats at CPS for as long as he has now.
But, how can you not have a lot of fun and enjoy this club with people like these
and with all of the CPS activities below that are going on right before our eyes?!!

CPS is a founding member of
the Photographic Society of
America, PSA.
All Rights Reserved.
All photographs herein are
protectedby copyright law and
many not be reproduced
without the expressed written
consent of the photographer.

Because of volunteers, our photography school continues to be very successful
and helpful to hundreds of students. In fact, a minimum of 50 students have
signed up for the Fundamentals class, given twice a year, all but once over the
course of the last five years. This is a huge tribute to the very fine member
volunteer instructors we have and have had teaching our school. It’s second to
none!!
Our school now includes a Lightroom class written and taught by Mark Coletta
and his team. We are in the process of putting together an Advanced Photoshop
class with Vicki Wert, which should start up in early 2018. Both courses would
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President’s Message Continued
not be possible without CPS members who decided to
volunteer to teach them, so others can learn and become
better at this fun and wonderful craft we call photography.

Our Competition Committee decides to do something new
and add even more Projection Competitions to our annual
schedule. Projection, I believe, is no doubt the way of our
Competition future. So, now CPS is doing half projection
and half print Competitions with members taking full
advantage of our new schedule. Projection entries from
members are now off the charts!!

Speaking of successful programs, we have an Exhibits
Program that has excelled over the last 10 years through
the efforts of Dan Kozminski. It was then taken over by
Steve Lucsik, and now is in the hands of Rocky Encalada,
who is infusing a lot of her own great ideas.

We also started a Mentoring Program, led by Barb
Pennington, where experienced members give up their
time to help new members or mentees on a variety
of mainly technical topics, so they can become better
photographers. This was a program that was talked about
in the past, but it just never materialized. I decided it
was time to see if we could get it jump-started and Barb
volunteered. We have been through a few sessions now
with one starting up again later this year. The mentees
overall seemed to be getting a lot out of this program.
Barb continues to tweak it to make it an even more
successful program.

We also have a Community Service Program started
by Jim Frazier. He did an outstanding job getting this
program off the ground and getting our CPS name out
there among the Cleveland non-profits as a source to help
them with their photography needs. Then, along comes
Ron Werman who takes over for Jim and, within a short
period of time, takes the entire program to the point now
where we are helping 35 local non-profit organizations
with 48 CPS volunteers helping out at 64 different events
a year. This is a program I don’t believe can be matched
by any other photography club in the country.

We also started a Special Interest Group program headed
up by Dave Busch, which was set up to be like a graduate
course for the mentees and our school graduates. With
this program, members have a chance to hear from
Dave on more-advanced level photography topics and
then discuss that topic in smaller groups based on what
camera brand they were using. I was approached with
this concept early on in my presidency and to me, it was
an absolute no-brainer to offer this to our members.

I have always told everyone that if you have any new ideas
that will make this club better in any way, I want to hear it.
Several members did just that and I so much appreciated
it. We ended up implementing several of them.
For example, Don Keller, a big contributor to the
Community Service Program, comes to me with an idea
to get a group of CPS volunteers to spend a weekend
taking pictures of the kids and their families at the Annual
Special Olympics Basketball Tournament. Our member
volunteers would take pictures while the games are being
played. The kids and their coaches are given a separate
team picture printed for them by CPS volunteers. What
a wonderful thing to do. How could I say no?!! To hear
the stories now from the volunteers that helped out about
the kids and their parents and how touched they were to
get personal pictures to take home with them. What a
beautiful undertaking this has become, and it all started
with an idea from Don.

Another new program was formed in the last year. I kept
hearing that brand new members and guests would come
into the club room not knowing necessarily who to talk
to, and some of them would be intimidated when hearing
experienced members talking about photography. So,
some ideas were tossed around to combat this issue
and the Member Services Committee was born. Chuck
Fitzgerald stepped up and offered to run this program.
Volunteers wearing lanyards so they stand out will be at
every Friday meeting to introduce themselves to people,
that may not look familiar or may look lost, to make them
feel right at home.

We have a Field Trip Program that was keeping members
busy enough with places to go around Northeast Ohio on
most weekends. Then, Rob Erick and Barb Cerrito took
over the Program, and almost overnight added more field
trips, including many new places the club has never been
before. The work these two did, and will continue to do,
with help from a handful of other members, has been just
incredible.

One of my biggest goals was to finally get our website
updated since it had been in the works for quite some time.
We decided it was time to hire a full-time web designer.
As I leave my post, we are very close to getting our new
website running with it projected to be done by the end
of this year. Our new site will include a members-only
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President’s Message Continued
section where you will need a password to get into it. More
in-depth information about the club will be accessible.
Rob Erick oversaw the project to get our first website back
in 2005. So he offered to oversee this project. Who better
to oversee this new one since he was already familiar with
the original web design project?
One other project we have been working on is to update
our video switchbox and to get all our technology in our
clubroom to communicate with each other. Now that we
have the two TVs in the Wilson Club Room, one in the
Erick Gathering Room, and one in our new Conference
Room, it only made sense for us to use them as efficiently
as possible. That project is very close to being completed.
One of the proposals we are seriously considering right
now is a push-button screen that will control our entire
system. Also under consideration is a new laser projector
and screen to go with it to replace the idea of replacing
the video switchbox itself. Hopefully, this project will be
completed by the fall of this year. We are also making
some significant headway on getting the club set up to do
some webcasting of our Friday meetings.
In summary, all I can say is if you have a new idea for
CPS to consider, even if it’s a new place for a field trip, I/
we want to hear it. And yes, we’ve been busy but it’s been
so much fun, so well worth it, I wouldn’t trade in my time
as President for the world!! Even though I have been very
active in our club since becoming a member about 10
years ago, these last two years have given me so many
good memories that I will not soon forget!! ❑

~ Dave Brooks
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Amur Tiger by Tim Tyler, Honorable Mention

Mandril by Tim Tyler, 2nd Place

Grizzlies at Play by Dave Brooks
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Hooded Merganser by Harry Kaulfersch, 3rd Place

Colorful Kesttrel by Bill Keaton, 1st Place

Hairy Woodpecker by Rick Carrell, 3rd Place
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Photography Myths: Part 5
by Dave Busch
Myth:
You’ll get the best, sharpest movies with your digital still
camera in movie mode by shooting at a high frame rate (such
as 60 frames per second) or a fast shutter speed.
Fact:
You may find that a shutter speed of 1/30th second and a 24
fps rate will give you the most satisfying results.
Now that virtually all digital SLR and mirrorless cameras
offer video capabilities, those of us who are new to
shooting movies may try to transfer our still photography
expertise to the video world. Alas, you’ll soon find out
that video capture is a whole ‘nother kettle of fish. For
pleasing video, you may have to toss many of your still
photography rules-of-thumb out the window.

depending on the frame rate. So, while the shakiness
of the camera can be disruptive (and often corrected by
your camera’s in-lens and in-body image stabilization),
if there is a bit of blur in our subjects from movement,
we tend not to notice. Each frame flashes by in the blink
of an eye, so to speak, so a shutter speed of 1/30th or
1/60th second works a lot better in video than it does
when shooting stills. Even subjects with lots of movement
are often sufficiently sharp at 1/60th second.

It’s easy to assume that setting your camera to a faster
shutter speed will help give you sharper video frames.
It’s a fact that each individual frame might actually be
sharper – but the results you get when you view the
resulting movies probably won’t be what you expected.
The choice of a shutter speed for movie making is a bit
more complicated than that. The shutter speed and frame
rate you select may end up giving you movies that look
choppy or distorted.

As a result, higher shutter speeds may not provide any
visible benefit, and can introduce problems of their own.
For example, if you shoot a video frame at 30 fps using
a shutter speed of 1/250th second, the actual moment
in time that’s captured represents only about 12 percent
of the 1/30th second of elapsed time in that frame. You
wouldn’t want the remaining fraction of that 1/30th of a
second to be black. So, when the frame is played back,
that frame occupies the full 1/30th of a second as you
might expect. The remaining 88 percent of that time filled
by stretching the original image to fill it. The result is often
a choppy/jumpy image, that’s disconcerting to look at,
and may, in fact, appear to be too sharp to eyes used to
viewing conventional video images.

While it may seem counter-intuitive, when capturing
video, it’s almost always best to leave the shutter speed at
1/30th or 1/60th second. Then allow the overall exposure
to be adjusted only by changing the aperture and/or ISO
sensitivity. You can make those changes manually, if you
like. Or, you can allow your camera’s exposure system to
make them for you automatically. In fact, some cameras
don’t give you the full range of choices you might expect.
You may have only Manual (M) and Program (P) modes
to choose from. Some cameras put limitations on how
you use Shutter Priority (S/Tv) or Aperture Priority (A/
Av) modes. In many cases, those restrictions are imposed
by the camera manufacturer to protect you from blindly
following your instincts.

The reason for that is more social imprinting than
scientific: we’ve all grown up accustomed to seeing the
look of Hollywood productions that, by convention, were
shot using a shutter speed that’s half the reciprocal of
the frame rate (that is, 1/48th second for a 24-fps movie).
Professional movie cameras use a rotary shutter (achieving
that 1/48th-second exposure by using a 180-degree
shutter “angle”), but the effect on our visual expectations
is the same. For the most “film-like” appearance, use 24
fps and 1/60th second shutter speed.

A still photo is a moment in time, frozen. We tend to
look at these images carefully, enjoying the composition,
colors, use of depth-of-field, and other aspects that go
into creating a pleasing picture. But we don’t normally
stare at a video frame for longer than 1/30th or 1/24th
second. Each successive frame replaces the previous one
many times in a single second – 24, 30, or 60 times,
7
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Faster shutter speeds do have some specialized uses
for motion analysis, especially where individual frames
are studied. The rest of the time, 1/30th or 1/60th of
a second will suffice. If the reason you needed a higher
shutter speed was to obtain the correct exposure, or
because you want the camera to use a larger aperture
to provide selective focus, use a slower ISO setting, or a
neutral-density filter to cut down on the amount of light
passing through the lens. A good rule of thumb is to use
1/60th second or slower when shooting at 24 fps; 1/60th
second or slower at 30 fps; and 1/125th second or slower
at 60 fps.

jittery when displayed on an electronic monitor. I suggest
you try both and use the frame rate that best suits your
tastes and video-editing software.
Another consideration that we can’t do much about is the
difference between a rolling shutter and global shutter. In
progressive scan mode, with a rolling shutter each line is
captured one after another, so that a moving subject may
have perceptibly relocated (part of it anyway) during the
capture of a frame. That is, if you’re shooting a sprinter
crossing the frame quickly, by the time the runner’s
feet are captured his or her head may have advanced
an inch or two. So, a rolling shutter may produce jellolike effects with such motion. A global shutter, like those
used in professional videocams, captures the entire
frame at once, eliminating that problem. Still camera
manufacturers have been working to speed up the ability
of dSLR and mirrorless camera sensors to capture an
image as quickly as possible, but haven’t yet offered a
global shutter. So, we at least need to be aware of the
possible result when shooting action.❑

What About Frame Rates?
Your camera may offer frame rates using both interlaced
scan or progressive scan or interlaced scan options. If you
remember how old standard definition TV sets worked,
you’ll recall that the picture was made up with a series of
lines displayed one after another. Interlacing is a capture
method in which even/odd numbered lines of each frame
are captured and displayed alternately in that way.
With progressive scan, all the lines in a frame are captured
consecutively. When you choose the movie resolution your
camera will use, the scan type will usually be represented
by an i or p, as in 1080i or 1080p. Your available frame
rates may be 60 fps, 30 fps, or 24 fps. The first two are
video-oriented frame rates, and the third, 24 fps, is a
standard frame rate used for motion pictures. Keep in
mind that the rates are nominal. For example, a 24-fps
setting yields 23.976 frames per second; 30 fps gives you
29.97 actual “frames” per second.
The difference lies in the two “worlds” of motion images—
film and video. The standard frame rate for conventional
motion picture film is 24 fps, while the video rate, at least
in the United States, Japan, and those other places using
the NTSC standard, is 30 fps. Computer-editing software
can handle either type, plus 60 fps, and convert between
them. The choice between 24 fps and 30 fps is determined
by what you plan to do with your video.
The short explanation is that shooting at 24 fps gives
your movie a “film” look, excellent for showing fine detail.
However, if your clip has moving subjects, or you pan the
camera, 24 fps can produce a jerky effect called “judder.”
A 30 or 60 fps rate produces a home-video look that some
feel is less desirable, but which is smoother and less
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Sandhill Cranes by Harry Kaulfersch, 2nd Place

Pelican Preens by Mary Rynes, 3rd Place

Great Blue Herons by Ed Rynes, 2nd Place
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Ebony Damselfly by Jon Harford, 3rd Place

Parachuting Jellyfish by Darlene Beiter, 3rd Place
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Choosing the Right Size and Format for Your Competition Images
by Bill Keaton, CPS Competition Chair
So, you have decided to enter a print competition and
have picked out the photos to enter, but are undecided on
what sizes to have the photos printed…..

size for printing photos, and the result will look like this
(black border added for clarity):

In an ideal world, one would crop and size photos to what
is an ideal format for each photo, cut a custom mat –
whether something as odd as a 9x16 or 11x15.5 – and
enter the photo, as long as it did not exceed CPS photo
size limitations, which is 11x17 or 187 square inches.
The reality is cutting custom mats is tedious and expensive.
If you have observed CPS competitions, you realize many
people enter 11x14s during print competition nights.
That is easy and convenient. An 11x14 print is a standard
size, and pre-cut mats to fit 11x14 are readily available.
The problem is, that size may not be the best “format” to
showcase your prints.
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The remainder of this article will show how I deal with this
problem. Keep in mind that my way may not suit the way
you photograph the world and wish to display your prints.
If my system isn’t for you, perhaps you can come up with
a similar system to meet your needs.
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The next size to discuss is the common 11x14. The same
photo, cropped as an 11x14, which is roughly a 4x5
format, looks like this:

The first thing to remember is a larger print has a larger
impact, all other factors being equal. That is the reason
for the CPS size limit of 11x17. An 11x17 print is almost a
3x2 format, the same as 35mm film and the same format
as almost all dSLRs.
This is the first format to consider, and it looks like this:
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Why Should I Enter Competitions? Continued
the distracting foliage in the foreground and does not have
enough “breathing” room or movement area for the sheep
on the sides. Portraits, and some landscapes, however, do
lend themselves to the 1x1/square format, such as this:
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is the 1x1 or square, which is locally available in 12”x12”
size. This photo does not lend itself to this format:
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CPS maximum of an 11x17 inch print. Last, there is the
slightly panoramic 2x1 format represented by 8x16 inch
prints. Almost any print – with the exception of extreme
panoramas – can be cropped to one of these formats and
look good.
If you are going to enter prints in projection competitions,
you don’t really have to stick with specific formats,
though I would recommend doing so. Unless, of course, a
photograph really screams for a specific odd-sized crop.
One good reason to stick with standardized sizes/formats,
even in projection competitions, is if a photo is chosen as
a photo-of-the-year and honored by being chosen to hang
on the wall at CPS, it is still much easier and cheaper to
have printed and matted.

	
  
	
  	
  	
  This	
  pphoto
hoto	
  in	
  ain
	
  1x1	
  
ormat	
  format
leaves	
  way	
  
too	
  much	
  
sky,	
  too
leaves	
  
the	
  distracting	
  
This
a f1x1
leaves
way
much
sky, leaves
foliage	
  in	
  the	
  foreground	
  and	
  does	
  not	
  have	
  enough	
  “breathing”	
  room	
  or	
  
movement	
  area	
  for	
  the	
  sheep	
  on	
  the	
  sides.	
  Portraits,	
  and	
  some	
  landscapes,	
  
however,	
  do	
  lend	
  themselves	
  to	
  the	
  1x1/square	
  format,	
  such	
  as	
  this:	
  

Looking forward to seeing your prints in competition!! ❑
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Bull Rider 1 by Ron Wilson, 2nd Place

Fluid Arms by Susan Bestul, 1st Place

Ballet Study #4 by John Earl Brown, 1st Place
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Reflejos by Laura Goyanes, 3rd Place

Waiting by the Door by Kate Hasenohrl, 3rd Place

Reenactor’s Rainy Respite by Brian O’Riordan
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CPS Exhibits Update
by Rocky Encalada
Judges are being chosen from a variety of visual art
forms: photography, scenic design, painting, mixed
media, muralists, etc. The diversity allows for a different
perspective when judging images, thus a more varied list
of qualifying photographers.

Below is a list of past, present and future exhibits that I
have organized or will be organizing since taking over as
CPS Exhibits Chairperson. This List includes the location,
time it was displayed, how many images were in the
exhibit and future planned exhibits:

Also judging parameters are based upon those used by the
Exhibition Committee of the Professional Photographers
of America. All images will be judged on these parameters
listed below on a scale of 1 to 9, with 9 being the highest
score achievable. Images scoring a 9 should display a
cohesive amalgamation of the elements listed.

Renaissance Retirement Campus
June 2016 – The Good Life – 22 images
August 2017 – It’s A Small World: Macro Photography
– 30 images – moved from Westlake Porter Library at
personal request from a resident.

These ten elements have been defined by the Photographic
Exhibitions Committee (PEC) of the Professional
Photographers of America as necessary for the success
of an art piece or image. Any image, art piece, or
photograph will reveal some measure of all ten elements,
while a visually superior example will reveal obvious
consideration of each one. (http://www.ppa.com/
competitions/content.cfm?ItemNumber=1792)
While
the PEC recognizes 12 elements, Technical Excellence
and Presentation are not usually used by CPS due to the
judging format.

Brunswick Library, Medina County
July 2016 – Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness –
32 images
September 2017 – The Odd Uneven Time: An exploration
of late Summer & Early Fall – 20 images
Winter 2018 – Interpretations on a selected poem
Spring 2019 – Interpretations of children’s nursery
rhymes

Cleveland Print Room
Late July 2016 – Pop-up Exhibit – Reigning Cats & Dogs
– 24 images

1. Impact is the sense one gets upon viewing an image for
the first time. Compelling images evoke laughter, sadness,
anger, pride, wonder or another intense emotion. There
can be impact in any of these twelve elements.

Brecksville United Methodist Church
Fall 2016 – Faith – 33 images selected; 32 displayed – 29
images sold as a collection to the Church

2. Subject Matter should always be appropriate to the
story being told in an image and should clearly evoke
the theme of the exhibit or the category in which it was
entered (e.g. Theme – The Four Seasons, Category –
Winter, Image – Frozen Lighthouse).

Fall Foliage Tour
Highland Library October 2016 – Country Life – 23 images

Cleveland Institute of Music

3. Creativity is the original, fresh, and external expression
of the imagination of the maker by using the medium to
convey an idea, message or thought.

Spring 2017 – Cleveland: A City for All Seasons – 36
images selected (1 late decision due to 2 dropping out);
35 displayed

4. Style is defined in a number of ways as it applies to
a creative image. It might be defined by a specific genre
or simply be recognizable as the characteristics of how a
specific artist applies light to a subject. It can impact an
image in a positive manner when the subject matter and
the style are appropriate for each other, or it can have a
negative effect when they are at odds.

Spring 2018 – Jewels of Northeast Ohio – upcoming
exhibit

Broadview Heights Municipal Building
March 2017 – Rites of Spring – 39 images

Westlake Porter Library
June 2017 – It’s A Small World: Macro Photography – 30
images – these images are now on display until October
at the Renaissance Retirement Campus.

5. Composition is important to the design of an image,
bringing all of the visual elements together in concert to
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CPS Exhibits Update Continued
express the purpose of the image. Proper composition
holds the viewer in the image and prompts the viewer to
look where the creator intends. Effective composition can
be pleasing or disturbing, depending on the intent of the
image maker.
6. Color Balance supplies harmony to an image. An image
in which the tones work together, effectively supporting
the image, can enhance its emotional appeal. Color
balance is not always harmonious and can be used to
evoke diverse feelings for effect.
7. Center of Interest is the point or points on the image
where the maker wants the viewer to stop as they view the
image. There can be primary and secondary centers of
interest. Occasionally there will be no specific center of
interest, when the entire scene collectively serves as the
center of interest.

Portal to Spring by Kimberly Peters,
Rites of Spring Exhibit
Broadview Heights Municipal Building – Spring 2017

8. Lighting —the use and control of light—refers to how
dimension, shape and roundness are defined in an image.
Whether the light applied to an image is man-made or
natural, proper use of it should enhance an image.
9. Technique is the approach used to create the image.
Printing, lighting, posing, capture, presentation media,
and more are part of the technique applied to an image.
10. Story Telling refers to the image’s ability to evoke
imagination. One beautiful thing about art is that each
viewer might collect his own message or read their own
story in an image. ❑

Confetti for Cavs by Darlene Beiter,
Cleveland: A City for All Seasons Exhibit (Summer)
Cleveland Institute of Music – Spring 2017

Leopard Gecko’s Eye by Deb Zimmerman,
It’s a Small World Macro Photography Exhibit
Westlake Porter Library – Summer 2017

Go Ahead and Run by Valerie Schneider,
Reigning Cats & Dogs….and So Much More Exhibit
Cleveland Print Room – Summer 2016
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Member Photos

Alexis by Sharon Vetalice

Thai Smile by Bill Keaton, 3rd Place
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Member Photos

Shiloh II by Rick Carrell, 1st Place

Here’s Looking at Hues by Mike Kopkas, 1st Pace

Little Bright Eyes by Mike Kopkas, 3rd Place
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Member Honored
Jim Kunkel
by Lisa Adcock
On January 13, 2017, CPS honored long-time member
and friend, Jim Kunkel. Jim has been a member of CPS
since 1981. He was a teacher in our fundamentals and
darkroom classes for 17 years. He was instrumental in
restructuring and helping our photography school become
what it is today. He was always ready to pitch in where
needed. He helped out by making large prints for members,
brochures, etc. He helped CPS move to our current
location. His contributions continue with equipment
donations. CPS honored Jim with a presentation by Lisa
Adcock, a slide show with contributions from Joe Polevoi,
and words of appreciation and friendship from Dave
Brooks and Maria Kaiser. Jim was awarded an honorary
CPS Lifetime Membership.

Photo by Barb Pennington

Photo by Barb Pennington

Photo by Dave Busch

Photo by Dave Busch

Photo by Dave Busch
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Fly Me to the Moon by Wayne Roberts, 3rd Place

Milky Way over Kinzua Bridge by Phil Sisto, 2nd Place

Bicentennial Trails by Brynn Melfi, 3rd Place
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Member Photos

Pemaquid Point Lighthouse by Donna Schneider, 3rd Place

Marblehead with the Stars by Anita Orenick,
Honorable Mention

Rush Hour by Brynn Melfi, 3rd Place

Sunset at the Port by Dan Sandy, Honorable Mention
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Member Feature
Keeping up with Maria Kaiser
by Lisa Adcock
Maria Kaiser…Maria Kaiser…Just who is Maria Kaiser?
Some at CPS know her from the Photojournalism nights.
Some know her from the many community service
projects she volunteers to shoot. Some have known her
for many years, remembering back to when she was our
club president from 1994 to 1996, or many of the other
various directors/board positions and committee chairs
she has held in her 27 years as a member of CPS. Some
members see her name and wonder who she is. Well, I
had the pleasure of meeting with Maria Kaiser one-onone to talk about photography, CPS and her life. So, let
me see if I can answer this question properly, “Who really
is Maria Kaiser?”
First of all, I would like to include a bit of history that is
speckled with fairy tale like events and life lessons. Maria
was born in 1932 in Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada. Her
parents were both teachers and ran St. Paul’s School (a
school for boys). Unfortunately, her mother passed away
from complications during childbirth when Maria was a
toddler. When she was 7 years old, her father joined the
Air Force to fight Hitler and his march across Europe.
Maria grew up in both Toronto and Nova Scotia, with her
immediate and extended families. Her father and stepmother moved to the United States around 1949. Maria
joined them shortly thereafter, when she turned 18.

Degree in Education from Cleveland State University.
She also earned a Certificate in Non-Profit Management
from Case Western Reserve University. In 1955, while on
vacation in Europe after getting her Bachelor’s degree, she
received a job offer from the Baron Bordonaro in Palermo,
Italy, who lived in a castle-like villa originally built for King
Ferdinand III, to be a governess for his 11-year-old son,
Roberto Chiaramonte Bordonaro. As she was not ready to
return home yet, she happily accepted the position. She
was treated wonderfully by the Baron and Baroness. They
took her with them on their vacations and social functions
where she met royalty, diplomats and socialites. She met
her husband when he was serving in the Foreign Service
and was posted there. He was from Cleveland, Ohio, and
that’s how she ended up in our neighborhood!

With her family’s background in education, it is no wonder
that Maria followed in her family’s footsteps. She smiles
when she told me about this because, in retrospect, she
was never really asked what SHE wanted to do with her
life. It was simply assumed that education was her path.
When she was young, she remembers liking science and
wonders if, perhaps, she may have chosen a different path
on her own. I believe that the hundreds of children she
has taught, along with the women she has instructed to
be early childhood caregivers and nannies, would agree
that she truly has a passion for teaching young children.
They would also say that she genuinely cares about what
she does and her caring makes her stand out among the
rest. So, although she wasn’t asked what she wanted to
do, it seems that education was the right path in the end.
In 1998, Maria retired from the Achievement Center for
Children after 18 years. Even now, she is still teaching
“Creative Play” at the English Nanny & Governess School
in Chagrin Falls, Ohio.

She’s the extremely proud mother of five children and
six grandchildren, all of them wonderful. Maria positively
beams when talking about them. The biggest summer of
her lifetime happened just last year when nearly every
member of her family met in a cottage that has been in
her family for generations at Lake Rosseau, which is two
hours north of Toronto in Canada. Her aunt and uncle
built it in 1932 and it’s still in her cousin’s family. She
grew up visiting that cottage, then she brought her own

Maria earned her Bachelor’s Degree in Education from
Adelphi College in Garden City, NY, and her Master’s
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Keeping up with Maria Kaiser Continued
children when they were younger, who then also brought
the grandchildren. What an absolutely perfect place to
celebrate her 85th birthday last year. She positively glows
when she says that she knows just how lucky she is to
have this relationship with her family. Her pride and depth
of happiness could be a whole separate book. It was very
heartwarming for me to hear about it.

friends there and this is what kept her coming back, and
still keeps her coming back. At CPS, there are always
“people participating in the same foolishness as you!”
This quote was in reference to one of the original Road
Rallies. In these Road Rallies, teams of photographers
set out to take photos of completely ridiculous subjects
like purchasing something in an adult store, or someone
getting arrested. Maria still laughs about the good time
that was had by all.

A true artist with an already impressive portfolio and
experience with painting, Maria discovered photography
“when I was busy with five kids and didn’t paint much.”
She doesn’t remember exactly what her first camera
was. For all of the “techy” people reading this, I found
that Maria is less about gear and more about an artist
philosophy. However, coming from the film/slide age,
her technical skills are amazing. She explains “When you
shoot slides, you have to ‘nail it’ in the camera. When
projecting the image, the light comes through the slide
and it’s completely different than a computer monitor.”
I am forever humbled by film photographers and their
ability to see the light and produce their vision without
the aid of a computer. She currently shoots with a Nikon
D5100 and her favorite lenses are an all-purpose 70-300
mm and the 35-70, “or something like that.” Her son
recently gave her a little Sony to carry around for everyday shooting when she doesn’t want to carry around the
big heavy stuff.

In the spirit of friends and fun, Rob Erick, past CPS
president and current secretary, approached her to
help organize the Photo Scavenger Hunt in 2012.
Photographers had a set of photos that they had to
duplicate from downtown Cleveland. She was excited
to help out and be a part of the team. She was very
expressive as she explained walking around downtown,
finding the target photos, discussing which photos to
use and how impressed she was with the whole judging
process. Words still cannot express just how wonderful
that event was to her.
As far as CPS goes, Maria is not just sitting back and having
fun. She has served as president and has held a host of
other officer positions and committee chairs. Maria was
instrumental in the creation of our “Creative” Competition
category in 1988. At that time, competitions started
getting very complicated. Photoshop was introduced and
discussions always included just how much editing should
be accepted and what the rules or boundaries should be.
Maria saw digital editing as a new form of expression

Maria discovered CPS “probably” from a flyer and joined in
1987. At the time, CPS was located downtown on Superior
Avenue in a pretty sketchy neighborhood. She met great
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and felt it couldn’t fit into the conventional categories. A
Creative category enabled people to continue appreciating
the conventional landscapes and nature photos that
they were used to, for example, but then they could also
appreciate a photographer’s creative side without the two
sides conflicting.

of any community event she is shooting. She has a knack
for connecting with the participants in a friendly, open
manner and is unafraid of asking questions. Sometimes,
she comes across a particular need during these events.
For instance, she was photographing the recent American
Heart Association Walk where the Cleveland Public
School Drum Corp performed. She was drawn to a little
girl that was especially interesting and talented. She
struck up a conversation and photographed her. She was
so impressed with this little girl that she wanted to speak
to the leader of this drum corp. During the conversation
with the director, she learned that the Corp was having
some trouble with enrollment and needed to find a place
where they could rehearse. This was an issue she could
help with. Maria is a proud member of the Rotary Club. As
a Rotarian, she put out the word looking for someone who

She is currently the Photojournalism Committee Chair.
The photojournalism nights at CPS are inspirational and
members learn how to make their photos tell a story. This
directly ties in with her love of shooting one of her favorite
things, the CPS community service events. Not only does
she connect with the community and all of its events,
Maria finds the stories within the stories. This then leads
to her giving back to the community on yet another level.
As a photographer, she doesn’t just “see” the participants
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might own a building with space they would be willing to
donate for rehearsals. As of this writing, I do not know if
anyone was able to help. But, how about that for synergy?!
The Artist Archives of the Western Reserve hold an
event once a year called “No Art Left Behind.” Tickets
are $300 and they ask artists to donate a piece of art
for their fundraiser. At the fundraiser, all of the donated
artwork is displayed and patrons are picked at random
to choose the piece of art they want to own. Maria was
invited to donate and chose one of her photographs of an
iceberg. It was an interesting experience. One of Maria’s
life lessons is that something valuable can be learned
from every situation. During the evening, as artwork was
chosen, Maria wondered when her piece would be chosen
and briefly experienced that feeling of “what if it’s the
last piece chosen?” I thought to myself, “Wow, even the
best of us sometimes experience that nervousness.”
I immediately admired her candid honesty! The event
was a success and Maria, walked away from it with
confirmation of one of her life’s lessons. Always choose
your best work for donations. The tendency some artists
have is to donate something you no longer want or do
not feel is your best work. When putting your name and
work “out there,” always choose your best. The next time
around, people will remember your name and your great
reputation will precede you (and your photo will not be
the last piece of work chosen). Her photo was chosen,
somewhere in the middle of the night, by a doctor who
contacted her after the event to express how happy he
was to own it!
So, as I talked with her, I had to get something straight. A
typical week now in the life of Maria Kaiser involves:
•

Working in her studio on etching, woodcuts and
watercolors.

•

Teaching the Creative Play class at the English Nanny
& Governess School in Chagrin Falls, Ohio

•

CPS Community Service photo shoots

•

CPS Photojournalism Committee Chair

•

Multiple Photography and Art Exhibits and Showings

•

Framing and matting her own photos for these Exhibits

•

Contributor to The Grandmother’s Blog

•

Writing and sketching for a upcoming book about
different aspects of bringing up children in the first
five years of their lives
Photos above are by Kolman Rosenberg
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•

Continuing education at Cuyahoga Community
College, “Print Making” Class with a show to open in
the gallery at the end of October.

•

Further continuing education at the Artists Archives,
“The Business of Art,” class.

•

Active membership in the Rotary Club

My goodness! I’m not sure how any of us could keep up
with Maria – and keep in mind she is 85 years old. This
amazing lady shapes children’s lives, creates and teaches
inspirational art and provides “Service Above Self” (the
Rotary Motto) locally and globally. I don’t know about
you, but right now I feel the need to get up and make a
difference.
“So, who is Maria Kaiser?” After all is said and done, I
still don’t have a specific answer. There is just so much!
In order to get to the heart of the matter, I asked her out
right if she had anything to share to give us a sense of the
answer to that question. Her reply was “Do we ever know
that?” Maybe not — but I would like to say one thing.
“Thank you for everything and especially for being you,
Maria!” ❑
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The small children with the yellow daisy were at the
Alzheimer’s walk this year supporting GRANDMA.
Yellow daisies are carried for those who support
people with Alzheimer’s. Photo by Maria Kaiser

The Drum Corps at The American Heart Association Walk
Photo by Maria Kaiser

Christian League fundraiser that raises money
to support kids in various ways.
Photo by Maria Kaiser

The Dragon Festival a few years ago.
Photo by Maria Kaiser
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Member Photos

Analog Days by Debra Rozin, 1st Place

East Cell Block by Raymond Rundelli, Honorable Mention

Kenicott Site by Bob Kowaleski, 2nd Place
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Member Photos

Mountain Cable Gondola by Ron Werman, Honorable Mention

Tetons by Megan Rowe, Honorable Mention

Zion Canyon by Terry Martin, 3rd Place
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Member Accomplishments
Here’s to our fabulous Members
accomplishments! Thought you
might like to know that:
RAYMOND RUNDELLI’S photo, Pretty Maids All In A Row
was recently chosen as one of 18 to be displayed at
the Cleveland Botanical Garden during its 2017 Orchid
Mania show as part of their photo contest. The subject
orchids were shot at the 2015 Orchid Mania show with an
Olympus OMD E-M10 with an M.Zuiko 45mm 1.8 lens @
f/8, 1/100, ISO250, -0.30ev, handheld, no flash and was
processed in Photoshop Elements 8. Two of his photos
from this year’s Orchid Mania show were recently selected
as finalists in the online contest run by Cleveland.com.

Spring by Jim Rowe

MIKE KOPKAS won first place in the People/Portraits
category of the 2017 Solon Focus photo show with his
photo entitled Dad.

Pretty Maids All In A Row by Raymond Rundell

JAMES ROWE won 2nd place with his photo Helleborus
and 4th Place with his photo Spring in the Wooster
Camera Club Buckeye Photo Contest. Both entries were
in the Flower competition.

Helleborus by Jim Rowe

Dad by Mike Kopkas
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Member Accomplishments Continued
CPS would like to recognize member GEORGE THEMELIS
for his contribution and work on the Ohio Stereo Photo
Society newsletter. The newsletter earned a small club
award and a tie for best technical article in the recent
PSA newsletter contest.

JOSEPH MIKO had his photo accepted for the Cleveland
Hopkins Airport Exhibit.

JOE POLEVOI, a longtime CPS member had his photo
win Best Award ($250) in Color Photos at the recent
Artist Archives Photo Show. He was also the oldest
photographer in the show!

Lion by Joseph Miko

RANDY JOHNS won seven awards in the Cuyahoga County
Fair Photography Contest this year. It was his first contest
outside of CPS.

Clown in Red by Joe Polevoi

KATE HASENOHRL’S photo of Chelsey Reading a Book
received an Honorable Mention in the Photography
category of the Independence Home Days Art Gallery.

Digitally Manipulated Category, 1st Place

Chelsey Reading a Book by Kate Hasenohrl
Martin by Randy Johns
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Humor Category, 1st Place

Cuyahoga County Landmark Category, 3rd Place

by Randy Johns

Sports Category, 3rd Place

by Randy Johns

Architectural Design, 2nd Place

by Randy Johns

by Randy Johns
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Member Photos

Dark and Moody Blue Hen Falls by Judy Medina, 3rd Place

Early Morning Raquette River by Richard Schneider, 1st Place, Perfect Score
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Chagrin Falls by Ed Kandare, Honorable Mention

Leaf by Darlene Beiter, 1st Place

Surface Tension by Phil Sisto, 1st Place
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Photo Contest
Guess the Photographer
Hello everyone! It’s time for another Guess the Photographer Contest! Name the title of the photo and name the
photographer that took each of these two photos. Send your guesses to Lisa Adcock at delph99@gmail.com. Please
list each photo separately. Each photo is a separate contest. You can submit a guess on one photo or submit guesses
on both photos. One submission per photo, per member, will be accepted. You must be a member in good standing.
All correct entries will be placed in their respective bin and the winners will be chosen by a random drawing at the CPS
Holiday Party on Friday, December 15. You do not need to be present at the banquet to win. There will be one winner
for each photo. Each prize is a $25 Dodds gift card. The deadline for submission is December 1, 2017. Good Luck! ❑

#1

#2
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Colors in Paradise by Brian O’Riordan, 3rd Place

Lady Slipper Orchid by Deb Zimmerman, 3rd Place

Scaly Flower by Ron Werman
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OUR MISSION:
The mission of the Cleveland
Photographic Society is to promote
and advance the understanding,
passion and joy of photography
by providing opportunities for
education, skill development,
picture taking, competition,
critique and fellowship.

CPS Competitions
CPS holds competitions throughout the club year as a part of our regular
Friday evening meeting schedule. Only members and current students can enter
images in competition, but all are invited to attend on competition evenings.
Current competition categories are Creative, Nature, People and Black & White,
and every competition also contains the opportunity to submit images in the
Pictorial (Open) category. Competitions are split between printed images and
those which are digitally projected. In addition, the Club maintains a ‘B’ series
of competitions for students and newer members and also offers a series of
Photojournalism nights, designed to focus on the image as a visual story with
only minimal digital editing.

CPS Membership
Annual dues:
Single member rate is $54
Couples are $81
Family (couple plus one or more children) is $117
Junior member (under 18) is $36
Distance member (roughly over 100 miles) is $36.
A downloadable application form and more details can be found on our
website: www.clevelandphoto.org
Join us and enjoy all the benefits of being a part of one of the most dynamic,
active, and friendliest camera clubs in the U.S. Photographic education and
fellowship are our primary tenets and a part of all we offer. No matter your skill
level or photographic interest, you’ll find lots of activities that will enhance
your skills—and you’ll have FUN along the way!

Club Calendar
The complete and updated Club Calendar can be obtained
at www.clevelandphoto.org
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CLUB HEADQUARTERS
9543 Broadview Road
Broadview Heights, OH
44147
www.clevelandphoto.org
THE CLEVELAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
CPS has operated
continuously since
1887, making us one of
the oldest camera clubs
in North America. The
organization currently has
over 600 members and is
one of the few anywhere
to have its own permanent
clubroom. The objectives
of the society are to
promote and advance the
understanding, passion
and joy of photography by
providing opportunities
for education, skill
development, picture
taking, competition,
critique, and fellowship.
We meet almost every
Friday evening and our
meetings are always open
to visitors and guests—we
invite you to visit us! Our
clubroom is located on the
City of Broadview Heights
campus. The clubroom
opens at 7:00 p.m. Visit
our website for directions,
maps, and further
information: www.
clevelandphoto.org

CPS is a founding member
of the Photographic Society
of America, PSA.
All Rights Reserved.
All photographs herein
are protected by copyright
law and may not be
reproduced without the
expressed written consent of
the photographer.

